Abstract In terms of statistical physics, a fluid such as the atmosphere is a many-body system which has a vast amount of degree of freedom and thus obeys the second law of thermodynamics.
The atmosphere is a kind of many-body system which has a vast amount of degree of freedom. In nature, any many-body system will obey the second law of thermodynamics and its behaviour will be governed by the irreversibility and single-directionality of time-evolution displayed in the law. Traditionally, however, the governing system of equations describing the atmospheric motion consists of the law of momentum conservation (i.e. the Newtonian second law), law of mass conservation (i.e. the continuity equation), law of energy conservation (the first law of thermodynamics) and the others, but does not contain the second law of thermodynamics [1] . Indeed, there are the terms of the (horizontal) diffusion to be introduced into the governing system of equations [2, 3] , which stems, however, originally from the computational rather than the physical consideration. As known to all, it is very important for a successful model integration to add a certain horizontal diffusion to a prognostic variable [4] . On the other hand, the frequently used form of the 4-order diffusion can not properly describe the real physical diffusion processes (for the details, see the next section). It is necessary, therefore, to reconstruct the terms of horizontal diffusion in the governing system of equations so as to enable them to meet the nature of the second law of thermodynamics. At the moment, the horizontal resolution of the models is getting higher and higher and the problems of the computational instability and noise caused by this become more and more significant. In this paper, the Version 2 MM5 which has the 4-order forms to act as the horizontal diffusion as well is to be taken as an example to show the procedure how to reach the purpose mentioned above and thus improve MM5's forecast rate of accuracy.
Principle
The general form of the prognostic equation for the atmospheric system can be written as
where φ stands for any of the atmospheric variables to be forecasted, e.g. the specific humidity, temperature, velocity component, etc.; A (φ), S (φ) and F denote the terms of the flow, source and sink of φ, that is, the ones of the advection, forcing and dissipation, respectively, among which F can be further subdivided into F Hφ and F Vφ that stands for the horizontal and vertical diffusive terms, respectively. In this paper, only the horizontal diffusive term is discussed. The 4-order horizontal diffusion term, as used in MM5 1) , can be written as
where F Hφ is the horizontal diffusion for a variable φ, φ stands for any of the dependent variables, 
which involves quantity φ (i, j) of point (i, j) itself and the quantities of one-grid distance (e.g. φ (i, j+1)) and two-grid distance (e.g. φ (i, j+2)), as well. By examining the signs proceeding every term of formula (3), it is seen that the signs of the quantities at the one-grid distance points (i, j ± 1) / (i ± 1, j) are opposite to the signs at point (i, j) and two-grid ones (i, j ± 2) / (i ± 2, j), which means that some of them (one-grid distance terms) will normally diffuse (noticing the negative sign proceeding 4 ∇ φ in formula (2)) to grid point (i, j) concerned and thus give a positive contribution to it while the rest of them (two-grid distance ones) will lead to "inversely diffuse" from grid point (i,j). The latter will obviously violate the second law of thermodynamics because these terms have the same sign as the one of the term of point (i, j) (the details will be further discussed below). In view of this, one reconstructs, according to the nature of the second law of thermodynamics, the so-called irreversible thermodynamic operator 
